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Interchange enables container owners and operators such as
ocean carriers, equipment lessors and NVOCC’s to interchange
equipment in surplus and deficit locations. Clients provide
SLOTSMART with details of their equipment inventory and
SLOTSMART’ experienced brokers use the data to create matches
between equipment suppliers and receivers in order to avoid costly
repositioning. A dedicated team leverages SLOTSMART’ technology,
over a decade of interchange brokerage experience, and extensive
contacts within the shipping industry to identify mutually beneficial
opportunities. The team then provides end-to-end transaction support
from offices in Europe, Asia and the Americas.
With Interchange, customers in need of equipment to fulfill shipments
enjoy free use of containers as long as they are returned to the specified
return location/s within the given free days. On the other side of the
transaction, suppliers with empty containers in a surplus location
receive their containers back in a demand location. The interchange
is mutually beneficial as one customer receives a container to fulfill
immediate customer demand while the other receives a low-cost
equipment reposition. This drastically reduces the cost of moving
empty containers for both customers.

Benefits

–– Access the world’s largest
one-way interchange network

View and manage your
interchange transactions
at a glance
Interchange is the only equipment
interchange service that offers visibility
of your transactions with convenient,
cloud-based dashboards and reports.
Once your interchanges have been
confirmed by your SLOTSMART broker,
booking information is immediately
available on the web, allowing you to
manage your information anytime, in
real-time.

–– Increase profits by using
containers free of charge

–– Save money by improving
–– Cut empty repositioning
container utilization and balancing
costs, including drayage,
supply and demand
handling, and ocean freight
–– Track and manage equipment
via the web

–– Steer containers to approved
return locations where there is
demand

–– Enjoy 24/7 support

–– Leverage a capacity network
of more than 100 equipment
operators

SLOTSMART provides powerful and
easy-to-use web tools that enable you
to:
• View your open, pending and
closed bookings using a dashboard
console

• Run key reports on-demand
• Submit inquiries
• Request redelivery details
• Search for bookings and equipment
This reporting perfectly complements
the services delivered by SLOTSMART
brokers. And the two seamlessly come
together to bring you easy access to
current interchange opportunities and
world-class customer service.

SLOTSMART provides greater visibility, control, and optimization of assets through a collaborative platform uniting the global trade, transportation, and logistics industry. SLOTSMART
solutions, quickly implemented and immediately benefcial, can be operated as standalone web-native applications or integrated into existing transportation management
systems. The SLOTSMART platform and solution portfolio create a more valuable network by converting the entire community’s input into actionable
information, enabling clients to interact seamlessly, optimizing the inland intermodal process, and lowering the cost of routine business transactions. SLOTSMART connects
thousands of trading partners including leading ocean carriers, motor carriers, railroads, logistics providers, equipment lessors, repair depots, and terminals, and enables
them to increase revenue, margin, and service. The SLOTSMART team of transportation experts is dedicated to providing world-class solutions and combines personal, 24/7 service
worldwide with one of the intermodal industry’s most comprehensive service level agreements.
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